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METHOD AND APPARATUS COMPATIBLE WITH MULTI-VERSION FOR STORING WIRELESS RESOURCE

FIELD

The disclosure relates to the field of mobile communications, and more particularly to a method and apparatus compatible with multiple versions for storing radio resources.

BACKGROUND

The network structure of a Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) which is one of 3rd Generation (3G) systems is composed of a core network, a UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN), and User Equipment (UE). An interface between the UTRAN and the UE is a wireless interface. On the interface, a protocol stack is divided into a physical layer, a data link layer and a network layer according to its function and task, wherein a Radio Resource Control (RRC) sub-layer, which is located at the lowest level of the network layer, is an access layer mainly configured to provide functions including control and management of radio resources, and etc.

With the development of 3G networks and the progress of 3G technologies, the rate of 3G is also increased constantly. In order to meet the service requirement for high rate, new functions are added to RRC based on the original versions to adapt to wireless source improvement brought about by new technologies. Such modification is embodied by version upgrading of the RRC protocol, e.g. the RRC protocol is upgraded from R4 to R5 in order to support a High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) function; the RRC protocol is further upgraded to R7 in order to support a High-Speed Uplink Packet Access (HSUPA) function; recently, the protocol is once again upgraded to the R9 version to support an evolved High Speed Packet Access (HSPA+) function. When radio resources are stored, the radio resources should be stored in a corresponding cell in a protocol. Due to the change in parameters of different protocol versions, RRC messages of different versions have different structures. When the RRC protocol is formulated, a preservation function applicable to the version of the RRC protocol should be compiled for each cell. Preservation functions of various protocol versions cannot be used universally because of different input structures of the functions, which results in incompatibility of the preservation functions and complicated storage of radio resources. In addition, most functions of preservation functions of different versions are similar but incompatible due to different function input structures, which eventually leads to a great amount of seemingly repeated codes that cannot be reused. With the upgrading of versions, the amount of RRC resources storage codes is increasing, and a large amount of codes will cause great adverse impact on the system stability and will also increase the code maintenance cost.

SUMMARY

The disclosure is to describe a multi-version compatible method and apparatus for radio resources storage, which can effectively reduce the amount of codes and complexity of resources storage, reduce the cost for maintaining codes, and be compatible with multiple versions.

The disclosure provides a multi-version compatible method for storing radio resources, wherein the method includes:

receiving a Radio Resource Control (RRC) message sent by a network side;
when the protocol version of the RRC message is inconsistent with that of the preservation function, converting the protocol version of the RRC message by using a conversion function to make the converted protocol version of the RRC message be consistent with that of a preservation function;

storing radio resources in the RRC message by using the preservation function, wherein the protocol version of the RRC message is consistent with that of the preservation function.

The preservation function may be a preservation function of the highest protocol version supported by a terminal.
The conversion function may be in one-to-one correspondence to one or more protocol versions supported by the terminal.

The step of converting the protocol version of the RRC message by using the conversion function may include:
converting the protocol version of the RRC message into a protocol version of a higher level by using a conversion function corresponding to the protocol version of a higher level than the protocol version of the RRC message.

After receiving the RRC message sent by the network side, the method further may include:
decoding the RRC message;
when a decoding failure occurs, reply a state message indicative of the decoding failure of the RRC message to the network side, and wait for the network side to send an RRC message again.

The disclosure further provides a multi-version compatible apparatus for storing radio resources, wherein the apparatus includes a receiving module, a storing module and a converting module, wherein the receiving module is configured to receive an RRC message sent by a network side and send the RRC message to the converting module;
the converting module is configured to convert, when the protocol version of the RRC message sent by the receiving module is inconsistent with that of a preservation function, the protocol version of the RRC message by using a conversion function to make the converted protocol version of the RRC message be consistent with that of the preservation function, and send the converted RRC message to the storing module;

the storing module is configured to receive the converted RRC message sent by the converting module, store radio resources in the RRC message by using the preservation function, wherein the protocol version of the RRC message is consistent with that of the preservation function.

The storing module may be configured to use a preservation function of the highest protocol version supported by a terminal as the preservation function.

The converting module may be configured to store the conversion function which is in one-to-one correspondence to one or more protocol versions supported by the terminal.

The converting module may be configured to convert, when the protocol version of the RRC message is inconsistent with that of the preservation function, the protocol version of the RRC message into a protocol version of a higher level by using a conversion function corresponding to the protocol version of a higher level than the protocol version of the RRC message until the converted protocol version of the RRC message is consistent with that of the preservation function.
The multi-version compatible apparatus for storing radio resources further may include a decoding module configured to decode the RRC message, and when a decoding failure occurs, reply a state message indicative of the decoding failure of the RRC message to the network side, and wait for the network side to send an RRC message again.

Through adaptive conversion of the protocol version of an RRC message, the disclosure makes the protocol version of the RRC message be consistent with that of a preservation function, thus realizing compatibility of radio resources of multiple versions, simplifying an RRC protocol preservation function in a terminal system, reducing the complexity of resources storage and the amount of function codes, improving the stability of function codes and reducing the cost for maintaining codes.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a multi-version compatible method for storing radio resources in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a multi-version compatible method for storing radio resources in another embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a multi-version compatible method for storing radio resources in still another embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 4 is a structural diagram of a multi-version compatible apparatus for storing radio resources in an embodiment of the disclosure; and

FIG. 5 is a structural diagram of a multi-version compatible apparatus for storing radio resources in another embodiment of the disclosure.

The implementation, functional characteristics and advantages of the disclosure will be further described with reference to the accompanying drawings.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

It should be understood that the embodiments described here are only used for explaining the disclosure, but are not used for limiting the disclosure.

As shown in FIG. 1, FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a multi-version compatible method for storing radio resources in an embodiment of the disclosure. The multi-version compatible method for storing radio resources in the embodiment includes:

10. Receiving an RRC message sent by a network side;

15. A terminal of the embodiment communicates with the network side and receives the RRC message sent by the network side; the RRC message includes radio resources and the terminal stores the radio resources;

20. Determining whether the protocol version of the RRC message is consistent with that of a preservation function; if consistent, performing Step 30; otherwise, performing Step 40;

25. In the embodiment, in order to simplify preservation functions of an RRC protocol of the terminal device and reduce the amount of function codes, only one version of preservation function is reserved in the terminal device, e.g. in protocol versions that can be supported by the terminal, a preservation function of the protocol version is selected and reserved in a network layer of the terminal; or each time when the terminal upgrades the RRC protocol, a preservation function of a protocol version before upgrading is replaced by a preservation function of the upgraded protocol version, i.e. a preservation function of the highest protocol version is reserved in the terminal device;

30. Storing the radio resources in the RRC message by using the preservation function, and ending the process; in the embodiment, it is necessary to input the RRC message into the preservation function to store the radio resources in the RRC message; since the input structures of preservation functions of various protocol versions are different, the radio resources can be stored successfully only by inputting an RRC message having a protocol version consistent with that of the preservation function into the preservation function; subsequently, the access layer of the terminal is controlled to work according to the stored radio resources;

35. Converting the protocol version of the RRC message by using a conversion function and performing Step 20;

in the embodiment, for an RRC message having a protocol version inconsistent with that of the preservation function, the protocol version of the RRC message should be converted, e.g. if the protocol version of the preservation function is the highest protocol version R9, then the protocol version of the RRC message is converted into the highest protocol version R9; if the protocol version of the preservation function is R5, then the protocol version of the RRC message is converted into R5.

40. Through protocol version adaptive conversion of an RRC message, the embodiment makes the protocol version of the RRC message be consistent with that of a preservation function, thus realizing compatibility of radio resources of multiple versions, simplifying an RRC protocol preservation function in a terminal system, reducing the complexity of resources storage and the amount of function codes, improving the stability of function codes and reducing the cost for maintaining codes.

As shown in FIG. 2, FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a multi-version compatible method for storing radio resources in another embodiment of the disclosure. Step 40 specifically includes:

45. Converting the protocol version of the RRC message into a protocol version of a higher level by using a conversion function corresponding to the protocol version of a higher level than the protocol version of the RRC message; here, the protocol version of a higher level is a protocol version higher than that of the RRC message in all protocol versions corresponding to the conversion function stored in the terminal, and a protocol version corresponding to the conversion function closest to the protocol version of the current RRC message.

In order to simplify the preservation function and the conversion function, and reduce the amount of function codes in the embodiment, the preservation function is generally a preservation function of the highest protocol version supported by the terminal, and the conversion function converts the RRC message of a lower version into that of a higher function, e.g. a conversion function is provided in each protocol version; the conversion function is used for converting the RRC message, which is one level lower than the conversion function, into the same version as the conversion function, and after protocol upgrading, the conversion function before upgrading is still reserved in an RRC sub-layer of the terminal, i.e. protocol versions of the conversion function should be in one-to-one correspondence to protocol versions supported by the terminal, e.g. if the current protocol version of the terminal is R7, the protocol version of the preservation function is also R7 and the conversion function of the terminal includes two versions:
one is a conversion function of the R7 version, which can convert an RRC message of the R5 version into the R7 version, and the other one is a conversion function of the R5 version, which can convert an RRC message of the R4 version into the R5 version. Specifically, when the protocol version of an RRC message received by the terminal is R4, the RRC message of the R4 version is converted into that of the R5 version by using the conversion function of the R5 version first, then the protocol version of the converted RRC message is compared with that of the preservation function; if the versions are inconsistent, the RRC message of the R5 version is converted into that of the R7 version by using the conversion function of the R7 version subsequently to convert the protocol versions of the RRC message by the conversion function level by level, then the protocol version of the RRC message is consistent with the protocol version of the preservation function at the moment, and the RRC message can be stored by the preservation function of the R7 version. Through upgrading and converting the protocol version of the RRC message level by level by conversion function of various versions, the embodiment makes the protocol version of the RRC message be consistent with that of the preservation function, thus realizing compatibility of radio resources of multiple versions, simplifying RRC protocol preservation functions and conversion functions in a terminal system, reducing the complexity of resources storage and the amount of function codes, improving the stability of function codes and reducing the cost for maintaining codes.

As shown in FIG. 3, FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a multi-version compatible method for storing radio resources in still another embodiment of the disclosure. The following steps are further included after Step 10:

Step 51: decoding the RRC message;
Step 52: determining whether the decoding is successful; if successful, performing Step 20; otherwise, performing Step 53;
Step 53: replying a state message indicative of an RRC message decoding failure to the network side, and waiting for the network side to send an RRC message again; performing Step 10.

By determining whether the decoding is successful, the embodiment avoids a failure in extracting available radio resources from the RRC message decoded unsuccessfully and avoids an error of the access layer of the terminal caused by extraction of invalid radio resources at the same time, thus effectively improving the stability of the terminal.

As shown in FIG. 4, FIG. 4 is a structural diagram of a multi-version compatible apparatus for storing radio resources in an embodiment of the disclosure. The multi-version compatible apparatus for storing radio resources in the embodiment includes:

- a receiving module 20 configured to receive an RRC message sent by a network side and send the RRC message to a converting module 20;
- a converting module 20 configured to convert, if a protocol version of the RRC message sent by the receiving module 20 is inconsistent with that of a preservation function, the protocol version of the RRC message by using a conversion function to make the converted protocol version of the RRC message be consistent with that of the preservation function, and send the converted RRC message to a storing module 30;
- a storing module 30 configured to receive the converted RRC message sent by the converting module 20, store radio resources in the RRC message by using the preservation function, wherein the protocol version of the RRC message is consistent with that of the preservation function.

The terminal of the embodiment communicates with the network side, and receives, through the receiving module 10 of the terminal, the RRC message sent by the network side. The RRC message includes radio resources, and the terminal stores available radio resources. In order to simplify preservation functions of an RRC protocol of the terminal device and reduce the amount of function codes, only one version of preservation function is reserved in the storing module 30 of the terminal device, e.g. in protocol versions that can be supported by the terminal, one protocol version is selected and reserved in a network layer of the terminal by the storing module 30; or each time when the terminal upgrades the RRC protocol, a preservation function of a protocol version before upgrading is replaced by a preservation function of the upgraded protocol version by the storing module 30, i.e. a preservation function of the highest protocol version is reserved in the terminal device; when storing the radio resources, the storing module 30 inputs the RRC message into the preservation function; since the input structures of preservation functions of various protocol versions are different, the radio resources can be stored successfully only by inputting an RRC message having a protocol version consistent with that of the preservation function into the preservation function; subsequently, the access layer of the terminal is controlled to work according to the stored radio resources; for an RRC message having a protocol version inconsistent with that of the preservation function, the converting module 20 converts the protocol version of the RRC message, e.g. if the protocol version of the preservation function is the highest protocol version R9, then the converting module 20 converts the protocol version of the RRC message into the highest protocol version R9; if the protocol version of the preservation function is R5, then the converting module 20 converts the protocol version of the RRC message into R5. Through adaptive conversion of protocol versions of an RRC message, the embodiment makes the protocol version of the RRC message be consistent with that of a preservation function, thus realizing compatibility of radio resources of multiple versions, simplifying an RRC protocol preservation function in a terminal system, reducing the complexity of resources storage and the amount of function codes, improving the stability of function codes and reducing the cost for maintaining codes.

The converting module 20 of the embodiment of the disclosure is specifically configured to convert, when the protocol version of the RRC message is inconsistent with that of the preservation function, the protocol version of the RRC message into a protocol version of a higher level by using a conversion function corresponding to the protocol version of a higher level than the protocol version of the RRC message until the converted protocol version of the RRC message is consistent with that of the preservation function.

In the embodiment, in order to simplify the preservation function and the conversion function, and reduce the amount of function codes, the preservation function is generally a preservation function of the highest protocol version supported by the terminal, and based on the conversion function, the RRC message of a lower version is converted into that of a higher function. For example, a conversion function is provided in each protocol version, and the converting module 20 uses the conversion function to convert the RRC message one level lower than the conversion function into the same version as the conversion function, and after protocol upgrading, the conversion function before upgrad-
ing is still reserved in an RRC sub-layer of the terminal, i.e. protocol versions of the conversion function should be in one-to-one correspondence to protocol versions supported by the terminal. For example, when the current protocol version of the terminal is R7, the protocol version of the preservation function is also R7 and the conversion function of the terminal includes two versions: one is a conversion function of the R7 version, which can convert an RRC message of the R5 version into that of the R7 version, and the other one is a conversion function of the R5 version, which can convert an RRC message of the R4 version into that of the R5 version; when the protocol version of an RRC message received by the terminal is R4, the converting module 20 converts the RRC message of the R4 version into that of the R5 version by using the conversion function of the R5 version first, then compares the protocol version of the converted RRC message with that of the preservation function; if the versions are inconsistent, the converting module 20 further converts the RRC message of the R5 version into that of the R7 version by using the conversion function of the R7 version subsequently to convert the protocol versions of the RRC message by the conversion function level by level; then the protocol version of the RRC message is consistent with the protocol version of the preservation function at the moment, and the RRC message can be stored in the storing module 30 using the preservation function of the R7 version; through upgrading and converting the protocol version of the RRC message level by level by conversion function of various versions, the embodiment makes the protocol version of the RRC message be consistent with that of the preservation function, thus realizing compatibility of radio resources of multiple versions, simplifying RRC protocol preservation functions and conversion functions in a terminal system, reducing the complexity of resource storage and the amount of function codes, improving the stability of function codes and reducing the cost for maintaining codes.

As shown in FIG. 5, FIG. 5 is a structural diagram of a multi-version compatible apparatus for storing radio resources in another embodiment of the disclosure. The multi-version compatible apparatus for storing radio resources of the embodiment of the disclosure further includes a decoding module 40 configured to decode the RRC message, and when a decoding failure occurs, reply a state message indicative of the RRC message decoding failure to the network side, and wait for the network side to send an RRC message again.

The decoding module 40 is specifically configured to decode the RRC message sent by the receiving module 10, and when the decoding failure occurs, reply a state message indicative of the RRC message decoding failure to the network side, and wait for the network side to send the RRC message again; when the decoding succeeds, notify the receiving module 10 to send the RRC message to the converting module 20; correspondingly, the receiving module 10 is further configured to, after receiving the RRC message sent by the network side, send the RRC message to the decoding module 40, and after receiving the notification of sending to the converting module 20 the RRC message sent by the decoding module, send the RRC message to the converting module 20.

By decoding through the decoding module 40 and determining whether the decoding is successful, the embodiment avoids a failure in extracting available radio resources from the RRC message decoded unsuccessfully and also avoids an error of the access layer of the terminal caused by extraction of invalid radio resources, thus effectively improving the stability of the terminal.

What is claimed is:
1. A multi-version compatible method for storing radio resources, comprising:
   receiving a Radio Resource Control (RRC) message sent by a network side;
   converting a protocol version of the RRC message by using at least one conversion function to make the converted protocol version of the RRC message consistent with that of a preservation function, when the protocol version of the RRC message is inconsistent with that of the preservation function, wherein converting the protocol version of the RRC message by using the at least one conversion function comprises:
   converting the protocol version of the RRC message into a protocol version of a higher level than the protocol version of the RRC message by using a conversion function corresponding to the protocol version of the higher level until the converted protocol version of the RRC message is consistent with that of the preservation function;
   storing radio resources in the RRC message by using the preservation function, wherein the protocol version of the RRC message is consistent with that of the preservation function.
2. The multi-version compatible method for storing radio resources according to claim 1, wherein the preservation function is a preservation function of a highest protocol version supported by a terminal.
3. The multi-version compatible method for storing radio resources according to claim 2, wherein the at least one conversion function is in one-to-one correspondence to one or more protocol versions supported by the terminal.
4. The multi-version compatible method for storing radio resources according to claim 3, further comprising:
   after receiving the RRC message sent by the network side, decoding the RRC message;
   when a decoding failure occurs, replying a state message indicative of the decoding failure of the RRC message to the network side, and waiting for the network side to send the RRC message again.
5. The multi-version compatible method for storing radio resources according to claim 2, further comprising:
   after receiving the RRC message sent by the network side, decoding the RRC message;
   when a decoding failure occurs, replying a state message indicative of the decoding failure of the RRC message to the network side, and waiting for the network side to send the RRC message again.
6. The multi-version compatible method for storing radio resources according to claim 1, further comprising:
   after receiving the RRC message sent by the network side, decoding the RRC message;
   when a decoding failure occurs, replying a state message indicative of the decoding failure of the RRC message to the network side, and waiting for the network side to send the RRC message again.
7. A multi-version compatible apparatus for storing radio resources, comprising a receiver, a storage and a converter, wherein the receiver receives an Radio Resource Control (RRC) message sent by a network side and sends the RRC message to the converter; the converter converts, when a protocol version of the RRC message sent by the receiver is inconsistent with that of a preservation function, the protocol version of the RRC message by using at least one conversion function to make the converted protocol version of the RRC message consistent with that of the preservation function, and sends the converted RRC message to the storage, wherein the converter converts, when the protocol version of the RRC message is inconsistent with that of the preservation function, the protocol version of the RRC message into a protocol version of a higher level than the protocol version of the RRC message by using a conversion function corresponding to the protocol version of the higher level until the converted protocol version of the RRC message is consistent with that of the preservation function; the storage receives the converted RRC message sent by the converter (20), stores radio resources in the RRC message by using the preservation function, wherein the protocol version of the RRC message is consistent with that of the preservation function.

8. The multi-version compatible apparatus for storing radio resources according to claim 7, wherein the storage uses a preservation function of a highest protocol version supported by a terminal as the preservation function.

9. The multi-version compatible apparatus for storing radio resources according to claim 8, wherein the converter stores the at least one conversion function which is in one-to-one correspondence to one or more protocol versions supported by the terminal.

10. The multi-version compatible apparatus for storing radio resources according to claim 9, wherein the apparatus further comprises a decoder which decodes the RRC message, and when a decoding failure occurs, replies a state message indicative of the decoding failure of the RRC message to the network side, and waits for the network side to send the RRC message again.

11. The multi-version compatible apparatus for storing radio resources according to claim 8, wherein the apparatus further comprises a decoder which decodes the RRC message, and when a decoding failure occurs, replies a state message indicative of the decoding failure of the RRC message to the network side, and waits for the network side to send the RRC message again.

* * * * *